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economy northern ireland statistics and research agency - nisra economic and labour market statistics elms elms is
part of the northern ireland statistics and research agency nisra this section contains details on their findings protocols and
compliance, economy of northern ireland wikipedia - tourism despite the negative image of northern ireland held in many
foreign countries on account of the troubles tourism is an important part of the northern irish economy in 2004 tourism
revenue rose 7 to 325m or over 1 of the local economy on the back of a rise of 4 in total visits to 2 1 m in the year, a
commentary on economic data in northern ireland nicva - the northern ireland composite economic index is based
solely on estimates of output plus some data on employment not on the trio of output income and expenditure required for
gross domestic product data both foreign trade and net factor income from abroad are missing, northern ireland statistics
and facts statista - northern ireland statistics and facts in 2015 the population of northern ireland reached an all time high
of 1 85 million inhabitants of which according to regional population figures 285 thousand lived in the capital, key facts and
figures invest ni northern ireland - northern ireland is one of the four constituent nations of the united kingdom building on
the region s rich industrial heritage northern ireland s economy continues to perform well in the current economic climate the
unemployment rate currently stands at 3 2 per cent below the uk republic of ireland and eu averages, northern ireland
economic output statistics department - northern ireland economic output statistics commentary the services sector has
recorded annual growth every quarter since quarter 4 2014 this is in contrast to the production sector where annual
decreases have been reported in six of the last eleven quarters, what goods does northern ireland export how much are
they - under the old methodology the data shows that trade between northern ireland and the eu resulted in 243 million net
entering the ni economy in 2013 this fell slightly to 239m in 2014 under the new methodology the same analysis shows 1 9
billion net pounds leaving the northern ireland economy through trade in 2013 rising to 2 2, northern ireland geography
facts points of interest - in terms of population northern ireland is the smallest part of the united kingdom and its
demographic profile differs from that of great britain in a number of ways although the northern irish birth rate declined over
the last two decades of the 20th century it remains relatively high by british standards, ireland economy population gdp
inflation business - learn more about the ireland economy including the population of ireland gdp facts trade business
inflation and other data and analysis on its economy from the index of economic freedom, europe ireland the world
factbook central - ireland was neutral in world war ii and continues its policy of military neutrality ireland joined the
european community in 1973 and the euro zone currency union in 1999 the economic boom years of the celtic tiger 1995
2007 saw rapid economic growth which came to an abrupt end in 2008 with the meltdown of the irish banking system
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